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Maths
Challenge 1: using number facts
Solve these calculations using
column method like we have done in
class.

Challenge 2 - Riddles
248 passengers were on a plane journey.
34 had the chicken dinner.
75 had the beef dinner.
45 had the vegetarian dinner.
How many of the passengers didn’t have a
meal?

Writing

Challenge 3 - palindromes
A palindrome is a number that reads the
same forwards as it does backwards, for
example 3443.
Choose a 3-digit number and reverse its
digits. Then, add them together. Did you get a
number that reads the same backwards as it
did forwards? If not, reverse the answer’s
digits and continue. How many times can you
do this before you got a palindrome?
Spelling

Use the story starter below to complete a
story about the picture.
Just as Rose came to a clearing, her eyes fell upon the most
remarkable site. A giant egg! “What on Earth?” she uttered.
Suddenly, a dramatic crack spread across the surface of the
egg’s shell…
Challenge: Can you include any of our rainbow grammar
features?
• Adverbial clause – these start with subordinating conjunctions e.g. By the time
Rose realised this was no ordinary egg,
• Fronted Adverbials e.g. Unbelievably, At the break of dawn, Over the horizon
• Linking Adverbs e.g. besides, for example, in fact, similarly, therefore
Reading

Use graffiti writing to help you learn
them. Test yourself at the
accommodate end of the week and let us
accompany
know how many you get
according
right.
achieve
aggressive
amateur
ancient
apparent
appreciate
attached

Look at the RAF horrible Histories song - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GLUyEXO-jI0 and create a list of facts and opinions that
are within the lyrics. Can you create a fact sheet based on information you
have found out?
Facts
Opinions
Tell us what happened and can be
Are attitudes or judgements that
proven true or false
cannot be proven right or wrong
Inference Skill
Look at the picture. What is the man doing? Who is he? Why is the girl behind
him?
Has she said anything to him? Use evidence to support your answer.
Flashback
Remember our first vehicle ‘Stargazers’? We’d love you to do something about it again. Design a spacesuit for a
future astronaut exploring a planet in a solar system.
What adjustments would the suit need for the planet you picked? Why? What materials would you use?
Weekly Learning Project
Create a ‘Planet Profile’ about the planet we landed on in our first Vehicle (‘Stargazers’). You can do this in your work books, your own
card/paper or access a template on Purple Mash – It has been set on your ‘To Dos’ like your other online learning tasks.

Have a go at doing some Yoga with Cosmic Kids Yoga!
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Cosmic+Kids+Yoga
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Fought the German chaps in World War II
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[ALL]
His plane on fire

[PILOT #2]
In Hurricanes and Spitfires
Performed feats of derring-do

[DOUGLAS BADER]
Stuck in Colditz
Such a shame to retire
Yeah, yeah!

[PILOT #3]
The finest British pilots
That the world could hope to have

[ALL]
Never forget this great man's story
And his role in Britain's glory

[PILOT #1]
Binky!

[PILOT #4]
We flew in tough conditions
Lucky to survive five missions

[PILOT #2]
Stinky!
[PILOT #3]
Squiffy!
[PILOT #4]
Franstisek!
[PILOT #5]
And Stansislav!

[PILOT #2]
Hold fire, is that some foreign chaps
Risking their necks?
[PILOT #4]
That's right! Some of the bravest men
Were Polish and Czech!
[ALL]
We like to fire
Beating Jerrie, our one desire
Yeah, yeah!
All we do each night is pray
We'll live to fight another day
[PILOT #1]
Take that, Hitler!
[DOUGLAS BADER]
My name is Douglas Bader
Let me tell of my ordeal
Lost both legs in an accident
These ones are not real (They're not real)
I left the air force after that
Flying was a hobby
But when war broke in '39
Came back! (Just like Robbie)
Shot down 22 of them
Led the air attack
'Til finally the Luftwaffe
Hit me back!
Oh no, pretty baby

[PILOT #2]
Not that I'm complaining
But I've had just ten hours training
[PILOT #3]
Epic dogfights in the sky
Outnumbered, that's why
[PILOT #2]
We're now known by you
As The Few...
[PILOT #5, spoken]
Phew, he missed me!
[PILOT #2]
The Battle of Britain
Was our pilots' finest hour
Although it seemed at first
The Germans were the stronger power (Oh, so strong)
We mustered all our courage
In summer 1940
Scrambled Air Force squadrons to fly
Sortie after sortie
Saw Nazi invasion off
Just as airmen should
Our bravery meant Hitler
Wouldn't be back for good
No, no
[ALL]
We beat the Fuhrer
Without us frequent flyers
Your life would be poorer
Yeah, yeah!
Britain securer
Our stories of heroics will forever endure
Wow, yeah!
So I think you'll find its true...
[WINSTON CHURCHILL]
"Never in the field of human conflict was so much owed, by so
many, to so few"

